2621 Davidsonville Road
Gambrills, Maryland 21054-2107
November 15, 2014
E Mail: MarvinHAnderson@gmail.com (NOTE: This is a new “e mail” address)
Telephone: (410) 721-0498
A YEAR 2014 REPORT ABOUT THE “GRASSLAND” HOME AND HISTORIC SITE,
THE GRASSLAND FOUNDATION, INC., AND OTHER MATTERS OF FAMILY
HISTORY INTEREST
INTRODUCTION:
The Grassland Foundation, Inc., a charitable tax exempt organization, was created
in 1989 to receive, by bequest from the late Mrs. John Bowie, Jr. (Mrs. Audrey
Lawrence Bowie), title to the Grassland Historic Site (including the old brick Grassland
Home at what is today 2710 Hercules Road in the National Business Park at Annapolis
Junction in Western Anne Arundel County, Maryland, that had been constructed about
1852 by William Anderson following his return to Maryland from Harpers Ferry, Virginia
(where he had owned and operated a dry goods and hardware store in another brick
building that he had built, which today “houses” the headquarters of the National Park
Service at Harpers Ferry) soon after the Bowies sold the balance of the Grassland farm to
what today is called the National Business Park on the West side of the BaltimoreWashington Parkway at Md. Rte. No. 32). Since 1989, The Grassland Foundation, Inc.,
has been engaged in developing plans, and then implementing them, for the restoration
and renovation of the Historic Site, including its buildings, under an easement granted to
the Maryland Historical Trust, which has partially financed the restoration process. The
Grassland property has been officially designated by the Department of the Interior as an
historic home and site and has quite a history connected with it, in connection with the Civil
War. At this time, we have entirely completed one such grant program that was described
more completely in the years 2004 and 2005 written Reports mailed to all Foundation
members about this same time of those years.
YOUR BILL, OR STATEMENT, FOR YEAR 2014 ANNUAL DUES WILL BE
FORWARDED LATER AND SEPARATELY:
As we did formerly and prior to the last several years, this year we will forward your
bill (or statement) for 2015 Annual Dues (for those of you who are now Members in good
standing), separately and in a separate mailing to each of you.
SUMMARY OF CONTINUING EFFORTS TO NEGOTIATE A “LONG TERM” “TRIPLE
NET” COMMERCIAL GROUND LEASE OF THE FOUNDATION’S REAL ESTATE (For
Year 2014 “Update”, see under that heading on page 3):
For the benefit, primarily, of New Members, we are repeating here largely what
we have written about this subject in recent prior years’ Reports:
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Since the year 2006 Report was mailed out about this time eight years ago, the
emphasis of your officers and Trustees has been to “spread the word” about the availability
(by way of a prospective “long term” “triple net” commercial ground lease for a length of
time and for rents yet to be negotiated) of the Foundation’s real estate, improved by the
old home of William Anderson of Grassland and its surviving farm outbuildings, situate
on approximately 4 to 5 acres, more or less, at the National Business Park and “wedged
in between” the large Office Tower Building (and its parking lot) that has been occupied
and rented by the National Security Agency (“NSA”), on one “side”, and, on the other
“side”, by the fairly newly constructed Fort George G. Meade Courtyard by Marriott Inn
(with the entire area being heavily and, from an economic “point-of-view”, favorably,
impacted by the “Base Realignment” (“BRAC”) proposals of the Department of Defense
which will )And are) resulting in almost astronomical increases in population, work force
additions, and the resultant growth in economic development for the entire Fort George G.
Meade, Maryland, Military Reservation areas).
Under such a lease arrangement, the prospective long-term tenant, at its sole
expense, would be expected and required to, first, both architect and engineer suitable, to
preservation-approved (by the Maryland Historical Trust) standards, and then, second,
restore and improve the existing improvements (buildings) to those pre-architected and
pre-engineered plans and specifications, thus approved, receive whatever income tax
benefits and tax credits which the law today provides for such a process, pay the
Foundation an amount of rents over the term of the Lease that would or could be
determined by an arbitrated appraisal process, and take possession and use the real
estate (as tenant) during the potentially lengthy term(s) of such a Lease for any number
of possible commercial-type of uses permitted in the existing Industrial-type of conventional
zoning which the property enjoys. (Such a Lease would, nevertheless, reserve, for The
Grassland Foundation, Inc., and its members, certain rights and privileges for occasional
use of the property and home.)
At this time, the easement which the Maryland Historical Trust (“MHT”) holds with
respect to the Foundation’s real estate permits a possible addition to, or expansion of, the
home by not more than approximately 1,800 additional square feet; if a larger “foot print”
were to be sought, then the prospective Lessee would be expected to present and “make
its case” to that effect before an Easement Committee of the MHT.
If any of you happen to have any contacts with, or know of, any business or investor
group that might be interested in making an office, or other, compatible use of Grassland,
and which has (or can acquire) the financial capability to make the necessary (possibly up
to several millions of dollars) restoration and rehabilitation costs to make such a use
possible, in exchange for the type of “triple net” commercial ground lease of considerable
duration that would “support” such an investment, please keep The Grassland Foundation,
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Inc. “in mind” and let us know about any such prospect. The location of our real estate in
this BRAC heavily impacted area is a real “plus”. A business (such as, for example, one
which is “computer” oriented) interested in locating an office or main headquarters to such
an expanding area would be a good example of what we are looking for. We have not
received, during this past year, any inquiries, Several of us had a meeting, at the offices
of the Maryland Historical Trust on October 10, 2014 with several officials from the Trust,
discussing with them what our possible alternatives are, and, as a result, your officers will
soon be discussing the results of this meeting with your (our) Trustees (Directors). For the
moment (and until we can schedule such a meeting), we are continuing with our efforts to
locate a long-term user and tenant for Grassland as outlined above.
Year 2014 “Update”: As already mentioned, we regret to have to report that, during
2014, your Foundation did not receive any inquiries pertaining to its real estate and have
had to expend moneys in order to continue to treat several areas beneath and close to the
“new” front porches and the old slave quarter in order to combat and end active termite
infestation in those areas, In addition, we have had certain repairs made to and have
repainted portions of those porches which had been totally reconstructed circa 2004-2005).
Also, both during 2013 and 2014, your Foundation was forced to make expenditures to
have removed (cut down) certain of the old and then dying or dead large shade trees, of
considerable age, at the front and porch sides of the home which were about to fall in or
down on the home; fortunately we (just) avoided such a catastrophe. The real estate thus,
at this time, continues its “waiting” for some future prospect(s). Chimney “caps” or covers
had earlier been placed over all exposed chimney tops in order to keep moisture and
animals our of the home by way of the old chimneys. What remained of several old farm
outbuildings have pretty much deteriorated to the points where they appear to be no longer
rebuildable, and this observation was orally reported to the Maryland Historical Trust on
October 10, 2014. We are no longer eligible for insurance on this real estate, due to its
vacancy and unoccupancy (which is not possible until and unless expensive lead based
paint and abatement measures are taken and made) and, even then, future primary
residential use of this real estate is not normally possible under its existing zoning
(although it might be permitted as an auxiliary use to a primarily commercial business use
allowed under that zoning)..
ANNUAL (2013-2014) TREASURER’S REPORT:
Enclosed with this letter is a photocopy of the captioned Financial Report prepared
by our very capable and hard working Treasurer, Marylu (Chaney) Lammers, and based
upon it, the Foundation has already this year filed an IRS Form 990-N (the newer “ePostcard Statement of Organization Exempt from Income Tax”) which should sooner or
later be available for inspection/examination/copying at a website www.guidestar.org of
Philanthropic Research, Inc. (out of Williamsburg, Virginia). The Foundation’s status as a
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“Section 501(c)(3) publicly supported foundation,” contributions to which may be deducted
for both income and gift/estate tax purposes, remains in effect and good standing. If any
of you are in a position to make donations (above and beyond your rather nominal
annual dues), the same will be gratefully appreciated. Please see, in addition,
enclosed with this “letter report” separate correspondence to each of you relative
to and about the Grassland real estate and its possible future. In this connection, we
thank those who responded to a similar solicitation this time last year, and we have
included in this Report a list of you, by name, who have, during this past year, who made
such a larger financial contribution. In addition, every effort is being made to “shepherd”
and conserve both dues and donations so as to eventually provide a “beginning point” for
an endowment fund, the income from which would be available to maintain “Grassland”
and the Historic Site into the future until and unless your Trustees (Directors) make a
determination that it is necessary to expend some or all of these dues and contributions
toward the “carrying costs” of the real estate going forward until some suitable program for
the maintenance and rehabilitation of the real estate can occur . If there are any questions
about any of this or about the enclosed Financial Report, please do contact either the
undersigned or Marylu Lammers (at 918 St. George Barber Road, Davidsonville, Maryland
21035, where Marylu can also be “reached” at lammers08@aol.com). Also, when Marylu
and Sarah (Webb) Griffith (granddaughter of Mrs. DuLaney, our (Membership) Secretary),
mail out Membership Renewal Forms for 2015, please renew (or take out, for the first time)
your Membership(s) in The Grassland Foundation, Inc., as will be more fully explained in
that future separate mailing. Thank you, and thank Marylu and Sarah for all of their work,
as well.
By examining the membership list that was enclosed with a prior year’s Report of
some years ago, you will see that we need to continue to expand our membership
solicitation efforts. We are not losing too many members by reason of non-renewals, but
we are losing quite a few members by reason of death. Therefore, we have enclosed with
this letter two “blank form” membership application forms, which we hope that each one
of you will use to solicit one or two additional and new members for The Grassland
Foundation, Inc. Please remember that, although the great majority of our members are
descendants of William (I) Anderson, of Herring Creek, Anne Arundel County, Maryland,
who immigrated here circa 1670 from Berwick-upon-Tweed in Northeast England at the
Scots’ border, descent from him is not required in order to be and become a member of
this Foundation; we have several folks who belong, who do not so descend. Either within,
or without, your own immediate families, it should certainly be relatively easy for all of us
to solicit and obtain one or two new members apiece, and we could easily double (or more)
our current membership. The minimum membership deus do not “cost” that much. Please
try to get us more members. Thank you.
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WE HAVE PLACED ON OUR “WEBSITE” (UNDER “PUBLICATIONS”) TWO NEW
PUBLICATIONS SUBMITTED BY CYNTHIA W. SHOCKLEY, OF CLAYTON, NORTH
CAROLINA (a descendant of the Turner and Waring Families of Millersville and
Severn Cross Roads, Anne Arundel County, and a direct lineal descendant of the
original Richard Warfield of Warfields Plains at that location), the first written by the
late G. Marie Biggs, of Jessup, Maryland, in 1972, entitled: Henry Jones’
Descendants, Anne Arundel County (55 pages); and the second by Ms. Shockley
herself (as of November, 2013) entitled: Some Descendants of Edward Whittington
and Rebecca (Jones), his wife (72 pages). You can locate, read, and/or “print out”
all or portions of these two volumes at our “web site” by googling: The Grassland
Foundation, selecting from the initial menu at the top of the first page the word
“Publications” and then select whichever of these two “books” you would first wish
to inspect, etc. It is quite easy to do, and we thank very much our very talented and
dedicated “webmaster”, T. Michael Anderson, in Florida, for making all of this
possible. A couple of photographs of one of Ms. Shockley’s Turner ancestresses
also appear toward the end of our photos “gallery” on the same website. See
photocopies attached to this “letter report” of the introductory pages from both of
these two “e books”.
A “RIPOSTE” ABOUT OUR WARFIELD, MARRIOTT, HOPKINS, AND OTHER
RELATIONSHIPS: Last year, we enclosed with our letter report for 2013 a complete copy
of our then new 30+ page article about the foregoing and related subjects, to which we
also attached copies of several documents referred to therein. At that time there were
certain reports therein about some of the individuals referred to therein which, for various
reasons, could not be completed in time for the reproduction and circulation of that article
(particularly as they related to persons in descent from the families of the ancestors of
Johns Hopkins, the nineteenth century Baltimore, MD, Quaker benefactor of both the
Johns Hopkins Hospital and the Johns Hopkins University. Today, as the result of the
continuing studies of both Grassland Foundation Member Sarah H. Mitchell and of this
annotator, working somewhat separately, some interesting possibilities have come to light,
and I will attempt to summarize and share them here and by reference to exchanges of “e
mails” between the two of us which are reproduced and attached to this letter report, as
follows:
1) Sarah Mitchell’s two page “listing” of some of the lineal descendants of her
Crofton, Anne Arundel County, Maryland, area ancestor, Dr. Elisha Hopkins, M.D., by his
second wife, Sarah (Snowden) Hopkins (some of whom are further identified and referred
to in our year 2013 article, above referred to). Much of Sarah Mitchell’s research included
an extensive collection and review by her of Hopkins and Hopkins descended interments
at Baltimore’s historic Green Mount Cemetery, although her research has extended beyond
just the records of that Cemetery. Johns Hopkins himself is interred at Baltimore’s Green
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Mount Cemetery. (Thus Sarah and many others, too, also have a direct line of descent
from the old Snowden family of the “Fork of the Patuxent” and other areas, including at
Laurel, Prince George’s County, Maryland, who were leading citizens and important
personages in terms of the amount of real estate which they owned in several adjoining
counties of Maryland. See William G. Cook, Montpelier and the Snowden Family (Laurel,
Md.: 1976), to which book the late Mrs. DuLaney was a substantial contributor, and also
references by Mrs. DuLaney to the Snowdens in her Anderson genealogy as well as in
various indexed footnotes appearing about some of the Snowdens in our 1993 green
colored cover booklet, Extract of Diary or Farm Journal of William Anderson of “Grassland”
1853 - 1875 and Certain Related Documents..... (which is one of the publications now
appearing on our “web site”).
2) Two-page “e mail” exchange of December 4, 2013, of Ms. Mitchell with Marvin
Anderson, in which evidence of the apparent Quaker marriage of 8 September 1831 at
Philadelphia, PA, of Basil Brook(e) Hopkins (brother of Ms. Mitchell’s ancestor, Samuel
Snowden Hopkins) to Elizabeth B. English is announced in the press of that City, in which
“e mail” Sarah speculates upon the question whether Samuel Snowden Hopkins’s widow,
Rosanna (Phelps) Hopkins (one of Sarah’s ancestresses) remarried, following her first
husband’s death, John B. Hopkins (of that there is no question or doubt of such (second)
marriage, but the question is, was the second husband, John B. Hopkins, a son (perhaps
the oldest child) of brother Basil Brook(e) Hopkins and of Elizabeth B. English, his wife,
and, if so, this would have made Rosanna (Phelps) Hopkins Hopkins’s second husband,
John B. Hopkins, a nephew of Rosanna (Phelps) Hopkins Hopkins’ first husband, Samuel
Snowden Hopkins? Apparently the circumstantial evidence adduced so far suggests that
possibility (whether or not such a marriage might have violated Quaker tenets). Also, the
available evidence suggests that Elizabeth B. English was already pregnant by her
prospective husband, Basil Brook(e) Hopkins, by the time of their Philadelphia marriage.
Was the first born baby of such marriage a son named John B. Hopkins? The dates
involved certainly suggest that as a real possibility.
3) Two-page “e mail” of December 5, 2013, from Marvin Anderson to Sarah Mitchell
disclosing that he had located, at the Maryland Archives, the actual Court record of the
“sale in lieu of partition” proceedings whereby Basil Howard Anderson’s real estate at
Bowie, Prince George’s County, Maryland, was sold and, in general, confirming Marvin’s
recollection of who (most) of Basil’s nearest living next of kin were who shared in the small
distribution of the net sale proceeds received from the sale of that real estate, increased
by the name of one surviving brother and sister-in-law of Basil who were then living in New
Jersey, Irving B. Anderson and his wife, Ada Anderson.
4) Three-page exchange of “e mails” commencing with Marvin’s of December 11,
2013, disclosing further details about the preceding item 3), above.
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5) Two-page “e mail” exchange commencing with Marvin’s of December 18, 2013,
disclosing information about Basil Brook(e) Hopkins (brother of Samuel Snowden Hopkins)
“culled” from certain nineteenth century Baltimore City Directories.
My own quite tentative and preliminary personal conclusion is that there is a real
good possibility that John B. Hopkins (second husband of Rosanna (Phelps) Hopkins
Hopkins, was (probably) the oldest son and child of her first husband’s brother, Basil
Brook(e) Hopkins, and that the middle initial “B” which appeared in the names of both John
B. Hopkins and that of John’s son, William B. Hopkins (as set forth in the year 2013
article), might well have stood for the name “Brook(e)” which appears over and over again
in that family and indicates an early connection with the old Maryland family name,
“Brook(e)”; but if not “Brook(e)”, then possibly might it have stood for “Basil”?
I concur with one of Sarah Mitchell’s concluding year 2013 observations (at the end
of her two-page listing of the names of some of the descendants of Dr. Elisha Hopkins by
his second wife (which is an attachment with this “letter report”), to the effect that possibly
a researching and reconstruction of the Anne Arundel County land records transactions
involving the real estate of Rosanna (Phelps) Hopkins Hopkins might disclose the final
evidence needed to “pin down” the identity and family of the second husband, John B.
Hopkins, and what became of the latter’s son, William B. Hopkins (and whether anything
“left” to the latter in and by his father’s Will of 1914 “came from” the Philadelphia Quaker
English family of John B. Hopkins’s presumed ancestry?). Sarah believes that, at one point
during the nineteenth century, Basil Brook(e) Hopkins actually purchased and acquired
from his brother, Samuel Snowden Hopkins, ownership of what later became the Rosanna
(Phelps) Hopkins Hopkins real estate in the Great Fork of the Patuxent, as shown on the
1878 Atlas map of the Anne Arundel County Fourth District by C. M. Hopkins, C.E.,, and
also as further generally described in last year’s (2013) article on this subject above
referred to
SOME RECENT BALTIMORE AND/OR HARFORD COUNTIES, MARYLAND,
ANDERSON REFERENCES In re: the “Lines of Descent” from Benjamin, Thomas,
and/or Elizabeth (Anderson) Pearce Powell Manning, all of “My Lady’s Manor” and/or
Other Places in “Old” (Original) Baltimore County, Maryland: In two separate recent
issues of the Maryland Genealogical Society Journal, there appear some interesting
references which might be of interest to lineal descendants of the above referenced lines
of descent from “our” Anne Arundel County John and Elizabeth (Pratt) Anderson
descendants (from whom the above “Old” Baltimore County lines also trace):
“Anderson, James, died by 7 March 1765 when John Anderson , executor, posted a bond
worth 300 [pounds], with Samuel Manning and John Neal as sureties (BAAB 1:17).” [This
annotator’s note: That Samuel Manning the third and apparently the last and final husband
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of Elizabeth (Anderson) Pearce Powell Manning (daughter of John and Elizabeth (Pr att)
Anderson, of West River, Anne Arundel County, Maryland, was one of the sureties of the
estate of this James Anderson, of “Old” Baltimore County, is almost certain evidence and
“give away” of a relationship between Elizabeth Manning and this particular James
Anderson.}
“Anderson, John, died by 9 April 1711, when Jane Anderson, executrix, posted a bond
orth 100 [pounds], with William Wright and William Robinson as sureties (BAAB
1:20).” [This annotator’s note: This “sounds” like one of the other Old Baltimore County
Anderson families that Foundation Member V. Brian Anderson was investigating.]
“Anderson, John, died by 31 August 1772, when Catherine Anderson, administratrix,
posted a bond for 1000.0.0 [pounds] with Abraham Whitaker and Thomas Bryarly as
sureties (BAAB 1:25).” [This annotator’s note: Was wondering if this might relate to one of
the “branches” of lines of descent from “our” Old Baltimore County Andersons which
migrated later to York County, Pennsylvania, by way of Harford County?]
“Anderson, John, died by 12 February 1773 when Isabella Anderson, administratrix,
posted a bond for 300 [pounds] with Benjamin Anderson and John Barrett as sureties
(BAAB 1:460).” [This annotator’s note: Almost 100% sure that this relates to one or more
of the lines of descent from Benjamin (Sr.) Anderson and Sarah (Thornbury) Anderson, his
wife, of My Ladys Manor in Old Baltimore County, Maryland (a son of John and Elizabeth
(Pratt) Anderson, of West River, Anne Arundel County, Maryland.]
“Anderson, William, died by 23 April 1776 when Jemima Anderson, executrix, posted a
bond worth 800 [pounds], with James Lytle and William Lytle as sureties (BAAB 1:16).”
[This annotator’s note: Same comments as what I have written for each and both of the last
above two entries.]
From Baltimore County Administration Bonds, Part 1 of Liber 1, 1667-1776, as compiled
by Robert W. Barnes, M.Ed., F.M.G.S., appearing in 55 Maryland Genealogical Society
Journal, Issue No. 1 (2014: 109 at 112).
“Anderson. 16 Oct. 1808. Ordered that Mary Anderson and Robert Lawson,
administrators of Samuel Anderson, deceased, sell at public sale the personal property
of the said deceased, except the house and lot, and return an account of the sales to this
court. (6:266)” [This annotator’s note: This entry pertains possibly to the Samuel Anderson
of, originally, Prince George’s County, Maryland (son of William (III) Anderson, of
Providence Plantation at Woodwardville, Odenton, Anne Arundel County, as referred to
and “written up” in our year 2010 annual “Letter Report” for that year with an exchange of
2010 “e mails” between this annotator and Ted Zajac, Jr., About and Pertaining to
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Whether Mr. Zajac’s Family and Ancestors “Trace Back” to Samuel Anderson of Prince
George’s County, Maryland (Son of William (III) Anderson and Elizabeth (Edwards)
Anderson, his wife (16 pages) (available for reading and copying at the “web site” of The
Grassland Foundation, Inc., under “Reports” or “Annual Reports”.]
From Gleanings from the Baltimore County Orphans’ Court Proceedings Part 6: 1807-8,
as compiled by Allender Sybert, appearing in 54 Maryland Genealogical Society Journal,
Issue No. 3 (2013: 493 at 495).
GRASSLAND FOUNDATION BOOKLETS, NEWSLETTERS, AND ARTICLES, ETC.
NOW AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION, READING, COPYING, AND/OR PRINTING AT
“OUR” WEBSITE, THE GRASSLAND FOUNDATION, INC: As mentioned in our “letter
reports” of the last two years (2012 and 2013), thanks to the hard work and effort during
those last two years of fairly new Foundation Member T. Michael Anderson (in Florida),
a direct descendant of William (IV) Anderson of the “Broad Top Mountain” area of Old
Bedford County in Pennsylvania, we now have “stored” at the above site, in .pdf format,
all of the documents and volumes listed in last year’s report, in addition to the “beginnings”
of what surely will later become a large collection of old family photographs (not necessarily
limited to just “family members”). We would be delighted to include additional photographs
connected to and with the family if you will send or export them either to the undersigned
or directly to Michael at tma0011@bellsouth.net, as long as such photographs are
accompanied by a brief “write-up” which describes who/what is/are shown and depicted on
each such image (to the best of your ability), the approximate date or time period depicted
(to the best of your ability), and your name and address (for credit purposes). We would
welcome your contributions toward the photographs section of the “website”. Again we
thank Michael for all of his hard work and effort on this total project, and this writer must
observe that he has not “run into” any “website” like ours which is any more complete, even
at this point. It is truly remarkable. You might be interested in some of Michael’s statistics
about the use of our “website” on a daily basis contained in his attached “e mail” to me of
October 11, 2014. Michael is a member of the SAR in Florida (by virtue of his descent
from William (III) Anderson, and, in the next section of this “letter report”, I have
summarized from Michael’s writings and “e mails” a problem which he encountered with
his now accepted SAR Application, and how he is going about attempting to have that
problem corrected and resolved.
A PROBLEM WITH OUR WEBMASTER’S ACCEPTED APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN THE SONS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION (SAR):
In his own words, Michael described what occurred, as follows:
“Applying for SAR membership in 2011, I listed William (III) Anderson, son of
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William (II) Anderson, as serving with the Third Maryland Regiment during the
Revolutionary War. The source for this information was Cora Anderson DuLaney’s book,
The Andersons from the Great Fork of the Patuxent. Although other SAR members before
me had claimed a similar lineage, my claim was denied because under rules adapted in
the 1970s, original sources must be known. Unfortunately Cora did not specify where she
got the information.1
“I started on a quest to right this mistake and spent close to two years trying to prove
I was right. I found “on line” a pay stub signed with an “X” by a William Anderson in the
Third Regiment (Maryland), witnessed by Lt. John Smith” [see photocopy of that pay stub
attached to this letter report]. “Cora also mentions William reported to John Smith. I
submitted my information to the SAR and once again I got no support. The reason was
there were two William Andersons in Anne Arundel County who signed the Oath of
Allegiance, William (III) Anderson, son of William (II) Anderson, and William Anderson (son
of James Anderson, his nephew.2 Since the nephew was younger and closer to military

1

[These annotations (footnotes) prepared by M arvin H. Anderson:] The page references in Mrs.
DuLaney’s (1948) Anderson genealogy are pages 23 and 24, where Mrs. DuLaney is obviously writing about the
presumed oldest and namesake son of W illiam (II) and Susannah (Meek) Phelps Anderson. She cites son W illiam
(III) Anderson’s taking the Revolutionary W ar Oath of Fidelity to the State of Maryland, citing DAR Magazine,
volume 51, page 55, about which apparently there was no “issue” made by the SAR in connection with Michael’s
Application, and which was the “basis” for his 2011 “acceptance” into the SAR. Later in the same paragraph, on
page 23 of her Anderson genealogy, Mrs. DuLaney wrote (about W illiam (III) Anderson): “In the W ar of the
Revolution he served under Lt. John Smith in the 3 rd Maryland Regiment commanded by Col. Mordecai Gist (citing
Maryland Archives, vol. 18, page 79, which is available to be examined and copied on the “web”). Therefore, the
claim (by the SAR) “that Cora did not specify where she got the information” is not correct; rather, the gist of the
“problem” raised by the SAR for the first time in connection with Michael’s application is whether or not Cora had
correctly identified the “right” Maryland W illiam Anderson as the solder who had served in Lt. Smith’s unit, as we
shall see by reading Michael’s subsequent text in the main body of this article..
2

This statement is a real conundrum to this annotator. But if the statement is confined to “W illiam
Anderson(s) in Anne Arundel County” at the times the Oaths of Allegiance were subscribed, it might refer to and be
confined to W illiam (III) Anderson and to W illiam Anderson, son of James Anderson, Sr., who was a brother of
W illiam (III) Anderson. However, there is no record or tradition, within the family, that this W illiam Anderson, son
of James Anderson, Sr. (who was an ancestor of both Mrs. DuLaney and this annotator and many others as well) ever
served on active duty with the Continental Army from Maryland, or elsewhere, at any time, whether or not he
subscribed to the Oath of Allegiance to Maryland (even though this particular W illiam Anderson of James, Sr., was
of the age whereby he could or might have so served) . This annotator (who is a direct descendant of W illiam
Anderson (of James) does not know of a single descendant, living or dead, of W illiam Anderson (of James) who ever
applied for membership in either the SAR or the DAR claiming that W illiam Anderson (of James, Sr.) served on
active duty in the Continental Army during the American W ar for Independence.
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age, the genealogist” [for the SAR] “claimed that it was probably the nephew that served.3
“It was logical to me that since my William (III) Anderson married Elizabeth Edwards,
and Elizabeth’s father served as did two of her brothers, the pressure on William (III) to join
must have been intense. But how to prove it?
“I enlisted the help of a Maryland expert genealogist, Chris Smithson, who helps
many people in many organizations including the SAR. He was able to pull the pay roster”
[voucher] “and also saw that William (III) Anderson signed with an “X”. Only three people
in the entire Maryland Third Regiment signed in long hand, they were all officers. He then
was able to go to the recorded Wills in Anne Arundel County, and pulled the Wills for ‘both
William Andersons: William (III) Anderson signed his Will with a “W” (the equivalent of an
“X”). William, son of James, signed his Will in cursive, proving he could sign his name.
The conclusion is that the person who signed the pay stub is William (III) Anderson.
“I am now in the process of getting the records updated in the SAR, and I am going
to have to push them to have them updated in the DAR as according to the DAR, both
William Andersons only signed the Oath of Allegiance4. I feel confident now I can put this
oversight to bed and regardless of his advanced age, William (III) Anderson served his
country in the Revolutionary War, not only a signer of the Oath.”
We congratulate Mike Anderson for his work, effort, and persistence in straightening
out this matter for the future use and benefit of all descendants of William (III) Anderson
even as we commiserate with him that it was and is all unnecessary, in that it resembles
“reinventing the wheel” (that is, ignoring prior accepted precedents in favor of unnecessary
“revisionism”).
See attached copies of “e mails” pertaining to the foregoing subject, including one
which depicts the pay stub referred to by Michael. Cora DuLaney knew all about the Will

3

Thereby ignoring and overlooking all of the precedents to the contrary contained in all of the accepted
Applications for Membership in both the SAR and the DAR over the years by lineal descendants of W illiam (III)
Anderson, not the least of which is the most recent (in the DAR): the accepted Application of Cousin Rochelle
(“Scottie”) Anderson, in Florida, based upon her descent from W illiam (III) Anderson - she (“Scottie”) also, as is
Michael Anderson, both being lineal descendants in Pennsylvania of W illiam (IV) Anderson, oldest son of W illiam
(III) Anderson, as generally mentioned in a footnote appearing on page 10 of last year’s (2013) “letter report” .
4

Again, in view of all of the accepted DAR Applications processed over the years from lineal descendants
of W illiam (III) Anderson which cite not only his oath of allegiance but also his service under Lt. Smith in the Third
(Maryland) Continental Regiment, leading right up to and including the Accepted Application of quite recent date
from Grassland Foundation Member “Scottie” Rochelle Anderson, I do not understand how the DAR has been acting
otherwise.
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of William (III) Anderson, and that he had signed it with a “W”. As far as I know, she did not
have the pay stub (but she did know that William (III) had served under Lt. Smith in the
Third (Maryland) Regiment, as brought out by her Maryland Archives citation to that effect.
In other words, Mrs. DuLaney correctly identified the “right” William Anderson who served.

IN PASSING, WE FONDLY REMEMBER:
(a) Joyce A. (Clark) Glossner (1933 to 2014), a long-time Member of The
Grassland Foundation, Inc., passed away on January 17, 2014. She lived all her life at
Severn, Anne Arundel County, Maryland, where she was born on February 24, 1933 (in
Baltimore, Maryland) to Elbert H. and Margaret J. Clark (nee Boyer). She had worked as
a receptionist for the Maritime Institute in Linthicum in earlier years. She was a lifetime
member and was very active in the Severn United Methodist Church and belonged to the
Maryland Genealogical Society. Her interests extended to flowers, cooking, and travel.
Her family was the center of her life, and she enjoyed her yearly vacations at Ocean City,
Maryland, with them. She was survived by her husband of 60 years, John L. Glossner, Jr.,
sons Duane C. Glossner of Linthicum, Jon S. Glossner of Pasadena, and daughter Cheryl
l. Burgeon of Linthicum. Additionally she is survived by sisters Grassland Foundation
Member Nancy Clark Adler of Chevy Chase and Barbara Clark Schenck of Clinton,
Arkansas, grandchildren John M. Burgeon, V, Shannon L. Mize, Jon S. Glossner, Jr., and
Jeffrey S. Glossner, as well as great grandchildren Daniel MiIler and Cameron, Caleb, and
Jordyn Mize.
Joyce was a graduate of Arundel High School and was interested in her Anderson
family background: In a letter to this annotator dated May 21, 1981, she explained how she
was a lineal descendant of Edward Edwards Anderson (of the William (III) Anderson line
through James Anderson (a son of Edward Edwards Anderson) and Maria (Williams)
Anderson (wife of James Anderson) by way of descent from Charlotte Anderson (one of
their daughters) who married Godfrey Friedhofer and through their daughter, Charlotte
Friedhofer, whose two children each married Boyers (a prominent family at Severn, Anne
Arundel County, Maryland). Joyce descends from Boyer descended families having the last
names of Jeffrey, Sanford, Griffith, Fairall, and Clark (one or more of them). See page 50
of Mrs. DuLaney’s Andersons from the Great Fork of the Patuxent (1948). I know that
Joyce was extremely disappointed that, during her lifetime, we were never able to complete
and bring to publication an updated revision to Mrs. DuLaney’s Anderson genealogy, to
which Joyce could have contributed so much. She prepared and compiled the published
articles, “Severn Circuit Methodist Episcopal Records, 1881-1904" which appeared in
Readings 5 (2) (July 2002) 3-10, and 6 (1) (January 2003) 14-20; and “Baptisms” which
also appeared in Readings 6 (2) (July 2003) 20-31 - semiannual publication of the Anne
Arundel Genealogical Society, Kuethe Library, Crain Highway, Glen Burnie, Maryland
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21061.
FISCAL YEAR 2014 DONORS LIST (Those Who Contributed More Than the Minimum
Annual Dues, For Which the Foundation thanks the following donors very much):
Mrs. Nancy Clark Adler
Arthur and Sara Anderson
Mrs. Elizabeth (Mrs. Maurice Shipley) Anderson
Mrs. Judith C. Anderson (Kroeger)
Mrs. Judith Anderson-Harris
(In Memory of Samuel Isaac and Edith Bless Anderson, her parents)
Marvin H. and Mildred B. Anderson
Dr. Roy Cord Anderson
Mr. Stephen R. Anderson
Mr. T. Michael Anderson
Mr. Robert C. Baldwin
Mrs. Jean Anderson Bates
Mrs. Elizabeth Donoho
Mrs. Nancy Edgecomb
Mrs. Mildred Woodward Gardiner
Mrs. Sarah Griffith
Mrs. Suzanne Anderson Hickes
Mrs. Cynthia Ingram
Mrs. Doris Kiser
Mr. Jack Knust
Mrs. Ann Laird
Mrs. Rochelle Lester
Mrs. Sonia Metelsky
Ms. Sarah H. Mitchell
Mrs. Phyllis Murphy
Mrs. Marion Painter
Mrs. Gloria Prudhomme
Mark and Natalie Reilly
Jeff and Deirdre Robinson
Mrs. Janet McDonald Rose
Mrs. Margaret (“Kay”) Webb Seuss
Ms. Joan Suit
Fred and Diane Webb, II
Harold and Doris Whitlock
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(NOTE: The Grassland Foundation, Inc., thanks very much each of the foregoing
donors who contributed above and beyond the minimum annual dues for
membership, and hopes that they (and others, too) will do likewise during calendar
2015. Please help us to “build our membership” by taking a few minutes as and
when you “run into” family members and others whom you can persuade to become
members of The Grassland Foundation, Inc. Use the enclosed forms of Membership
Application to “enroll” them. It is not that difficult or time consuming. Thank you.)
(FURTHER NOTE: For all who are receiving copies of this mailing, we have also
enclosed two copies, apiece, of the “short form” Membership application to (re-)join
this Foundation and/or for your use with new prospects who might desire to join for
the first time.) For those of you who are current Members who have paid your annual
dues through 2014, you will be separately billed early in 2015 for your 2015 dues.)

WELCOME TO SEVERAL NEW MEMBERS WHO JOINED DURING 2014, OR AS
OTHERWISE NOTED:
We have no new Member(s) who has/have recently joined; and we continue to
ask all of our Members to please, please solicit new Members for this Foundation
from your family members and others, especially those who descend from “our”
Andersons! Please have them fill out, complete, and return the short form application
for membership that is enclosed herewith for that purpose, which you can reproduce
(photocopy) in “blank” form, if you need more copies for more prospects. Thank you.
AS I HAVE SAID AT THIS POINT FOR THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS, “ENOUGH
ALREADY!”:
Hope you all have had a good year, and that you will have a successful and
prosperous New Year and a Happy Christmas.

Encls. a/s

Marvin H. Anderson

Fiscal Year 2013-2014
The Grassland Foundation, Inc.
Summary Statement of Account
(November 1,2013 to October 31,2014)
$33,649.46

Balance Carried Forward to Fiscal Year 2013-2014
Income:
Donations (Marvin Anderson)
GE Matching Gift Program
Donations Received with Membership Renewals
Mennbership Renewals

$14,620.00
50.00
885.00
910.00

Total Income
Expenses:
Administrative (postage and bank charges-checks)
Electrical Service - BG&E
Lawn Care Service (Anderson Lawn Care)
Real Estate Taxes - AA County
Repairs and Maintenance, removal of dead trees,
termite infestation treatment
Water and wastewater service - A. A. County

$16,465.00

$109.98
102.22
2,165.00
5,945.53
4,884.00
460.00

Less Total Expenses

-$13,666.73

$14,620 donated by Marvin Anderson reduced by 2013-2014 expenses
(totaling $13,666.73) equals +$953.27 that is immediately available to
be applied toward payment of future 2014-2015 expenses, while this +
balance ($33,649.46+$16,465.00-$13,666.73-$953.27),
which equals =
is subject to appropriation (payment) for fiscal year 2014-2015 expenses
upon approval and/or resolution(s) passed by the Trustees of The
Grassland Foundation, Inc.

$35,494.46,

Total balance carried forward to Fiscal year 2014-2015

$36,447.73

HENRY JONES' DESCENDANTS1
ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY
MARYLAND
1969

Information Collected and Assembled
by
G. Marie Biggs

1972
(The footnote annotations by Marvin H. Anderson, for The Grassland Foundation,
Inc., were added during 2014 to illustrate certain relationships between this Jones
Family, or some of their descendants, with other families identified in the
footnotes.)

This copy prepared, annotated, and circulated by:
The Grassland Foundation, Inc.
Post Office Box 64
Annapolis, Maryland 21404-0064
..EMail ••:MarvinHAnderson@gmail.com
November, 2014
The Henry Jones family. described herein. should not be confused with another old Jones Family likewise early
situated in Anne Arundel and Prince George's Counties. Maryland (of which this annotator and many others arc
descended). namely. that of Thomas JOllCS. of Rubin Hoods Forest in the Great Fork of the Patuxent, circa 1723;
see the charts at pages 66 and 67 of Pat rici a Reynolds Hundley's the Woodward Family of Anne Arundel and
Prince George's Counties, Maryland 1703 - 1850 A Revised Genealogy (The Grassland Foundation: 2006). even
though some descendants of both families lived fairly close to one another at times; ifthcre was any relationship
between these two apparently separate families. it must have preceded the arrival oftheir respective earliest
American ancestors on "this side of the Atlantic". Both families may have been ofWclsh extraction. (There
were "points of contact" (i. o., intermarriages) between descendants of both of these two families, however, and
we have attempted to point them (Jut, as we have lound them. by way of footnotes, primarily.)
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SOME DESCENDANTS OF
EDWARD WHITTINGTON AND
REBECCA (JONES), his wife
As Compiled by November, 2013, by
Cynthia W. Shockley, of Clayton,
North Carolina
Chapters:
Pages
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Edward and Rebecca (Jones) Whittington
Lemuel Whittington (1842 - 1902), son of the foregoing
William F. Whittington (1843 - 1886), son of the foregoing
Stephen R. Whittington (1844 - 1881182), son of the foregoing
Eveline Whittington (1848 - 1892), daughter of the foregoing
Mollie M. Whittington (1858 - 19~, daughter of the foregoing
Peter and Mary (Nichols) Whittington, married June 19, 1839
This copy reproduced and circulated

by:

The Grassland Foundation, Inc.
Post Office Box 64
Annapolis, Maryland 21404-0064
••EMail ••:MarvinHAnder~on@gmail.com
November, 2014

I - 26

27- 30
31- 42
43- 49
50- 56
57- 62

63- 72

Dr. Elisha Hopkins married
1)

2nd to Sarah Snowden

and had the following

Samuel Snowden Hopkins 1797-bef 1860 married

children:

Rosanna D. Phelps [m.

2nd John B. Hopkins issue: ~William B. Hopkins}

Lavinia Josephine Hopkins (died single) 1845-1869 From newspaper death notice

a.
b.

Marietta

c.

*Sarah Elizabeth Hopkins 1849-1923 married Andrew

or Mayette

Hopkins (no further

information)

1845- ? (be]. 1919 deed)

J. Harman [Ancestor

of Sarah M]

1. Emory H. Harman married Lena Meade

2.
d.

"Richard

Ann Ordella Harman married

Edward Spedden Walker as his

2nd

wife

S. Hopkins 1852- ? married but wife's name unknown (see 1919 deed reference to him as widower) though

he is referenced in the deed as selling his interest in this property - it does not specifically state he was still alive in 1919

e.

*Cecelia Hopkins 1855-1902 married

Randolph Anderson

1.

Annie Rosalee Anderson

2.

William

Franklin Anderson

3.

"Ernest

E. Anderson

4.

,. Basil Howard

,"Wilbur

6.
7.
8.
9.

Arthur

10.

"Rosa

11.

*Laura Anderson

12.

unknown)

1875-1899 - No known issue

1876-1938 - Morried Sadie Harding but, no known issue

Anderson

5.

buried Trinity Woodwardville

1873-1874 - No issue(buriallocation

1878-1957 - Married Belle Brownell but, no known issue

Hopkins Anderson
Paul Anderson

1880-abt 1946- Married Lydia M. Schafer but, no issue

1882-1905 Never married, no known issue

Lillie Pearl Anderson

1884-1903 no marriage record found, no known issue

Clara May Anderson

1889-1917 Never married, no known issue

*Benjamin

Irving Anderson

Anderson

a.

Wilbur

b.

Steward

* Flavilla

1890- aft 19 Nov 1919 deed - Never married /Iisted as single in deed

1892- ? Married Clayton Keys but no known issue
1895-1970 Married Wilbur Maurice Browning Sr.

Maurice

Browning

E, Browning

Anderson

Jr. b. abt 1916 no further

b. abt 1919 no further

information

information

1896- aft 27 Nov 1970 (survived her sister Laura Browning) Married Roland

Gilbert

2)

a.

Roland A. Gilbert b. abt 1918

b.

Edna May Gilbert

Basil Brooke Hopkins 6 Nov 1799-6 July 1861 married

b. abt 1921
Elizabeth B. English (buried Area TTLot 71 Green Mount Cemetery,

Baltimore, MO)

George English Hopkins d. 17 Oct 1857 Quaker burial ground then moved to Area IT Lot 71 Green Mount Cemetery,

a.

Baltimore, MD

b.

Sarah E. Hopkins

c.

Elizabeth J, Hopkins

d.

Virginia Hopkins

e.

Samuel E. Hopkins

t.

Basil Brooke Hopkins Jr. d. 21 Jan 1927 buried Area IT Lot 71 Green Mount Cemetery, Baltimore, MD
THERE COULD BE OTHERS IN THIS FAMILY ... still in process with this group

3)

Henrietta

Ann Hopkins (single) 10 July 1801 - 20 Aug 1861 buried Area Vine Lot 19 Green Mount Cemetery, Baltimore, MO

4)

Thomas Snowden

Hopkins 18 Oct 1803- 25 Jul 1864 married

Sally D. Lee buried Area Vine Lot 19 Green Mount Cemetery,

Baltimore, MO

a.

Samuel Harris Hopkins married

b.

Edwin Hopkins

c.

Rosalie Hopkins

d.

Ann G. Hopkins

e.

Virginia Lee Hopkins

Mary Cropper buried Area Vine Lot 19, Green Mount Cemetery, Baltimore, MD

5)

John Snowden

6)

Richard Snowden Hopkins 21 Sep 1807-29 May 1859 buried Area Vine Lot 19 Green Mount Cemetery, Baltimore, MO - he was
mistakenly noted as born 21 Sep 1847 and under name Richard L. Hopkins. After much research I have determined him to be the

Hopkins 16 May 1805 - 3 Mar 1863 buried Area Vine Lot 19 Green Mount Cemetery, Baltimore, MO

brother of John, Thomas, Henrietta, Basil and Samuel listed here.

Those noted with an asterisk (*) were noted on the Anne Arundel

County Land Record Deed WNW 20442

the living descendants

since my

of this family as of 19 Nov 1919, Obviously

had not died yet this deed does not list her
thenlist

her heirs here.

ancestor,

which show

Sarah Elizabeth (Hopkins)

Harman

Emory or Ann, And since Cerelia (Hopkins) Anderson was deceased

since this deed is

property

owned bv Rosanna D.

Hopkins

Hopkins at her death on 4 August 1904 - there are no references to Samuel Snowden Hopkins siblings: Basil, Henrietta,
Thomas, John or Richard or their heirs. Perhaps another deed or court record could help with that later.
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Basil and Elizabeth Hopkins marriage
2 messages
Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>
To: Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>

Wed, Dec 4, 2013 at 11:56 AM

Hello again,
I take the entry from the earlier am em ail to mean that
though in the public (as seen from the newspaper clipping) Basil B. Hopkins and Elizabeth B. English married in
Philadelphia on 8 September 1831 - it had yet to be formally accepted by the Friends. I believe that they had
another ceremony with the Friends 22 December 1831 to make it official.
As you can also see from my email of the LISTING OF DESCENDANTS OF DR. ELISHA HOPKINS ..... Basil
and Elizabeth had a number of children and one of them, George English Hopkins appears to have been buried
at the Quaker Burial Ground circa 1857. I have not included John B. Hopkins in this lineage as of yet since it
would be unusual for a widow (Rosanna D. Phelps Hopkins) to be able to marry a nephew of her late husband ....
? The dates would fit but I would feel better if I could find some sort of reference to a John B. Hopkins receiving
something in a will perhaps from someone in the English family ....
Elizabeth B. English also had a sister named Ann English but I have not found her will yet.
It is interesting

how this family goes ....

Sarah

Marvi n Anderson < marvinhanderson@gmail.com>
To: Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>

Wed, Dec 4,2013

at 7:41 PM

Sarah,
You are absolutely correct about how interesting your Hopkins line is becoming; between them and the Basil
Anderson Andersons, an historian with a nose for detailed research could write quite an historical novel or true
story.
Marvin
[Quoted
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Good morning
3 messages
Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.eom>
To: Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>

Thu, Dec 5, 2013 at 9:58 AM

How are you today?

Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>
To: Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>
Cc: soniametelsky <soniametelsky@hotmail.com>

Fri, Dee 6,2013

at 9:13 AM

-------- Forwarded message ------From: Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Dee 5, 2013 at 9:58 AM
Subject: Good moming
To: Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>

How are you today?
Dear Sarah and Sonia,
I wanted you both to know that I got to the Maryland Archives yesterday afternoon briefly, finally, and, much to
my surprise, they had the equity case proceedings which resulted in the sale of Basil H. Anderson's remaining
real estate, near the old Race Track, right there (on the premises), and they copied from it what I requested,
which I now have, awaiting my being able, hopefully on Monday (unless the weather interferes) for me to rephotocopy the same for each of you, which I will then place in the mail to each of you.
The plaintiffs in the case were the two attorney administrators of Basil's practically non-existent personal estate,
in which there had been filed several relatively small claims by creditors totaling perhaps about $1,000, more or
less (including from several of his surviving sisters/brother, who had advanced to Basil relatively small amounts
of money to keep him going and/or to pay the taxes on the real estate. The defendants in teh case were his
then surviving
brother and sisters, at their following then addresses:
1) Rose Keys and husband. S. Clayton
423 Prince George Street
Laurel, Maryland
2) Laura Browning, widow
105 Fifth Street
Laurel, Maryland
3) Villa (Flavilla) Gilbert and husband, Roland
320 Compton Street
Laurel, Maryland, and:
4) Somewhat surprisingly,
38 North 25th Street
Camden, New Jersey

brother Irving B. Anderson and wife, Ada

The case, for the sale of Basil's real estate, proceeded rather routinely until, after the sale of it to the
hUps:llmail.google.com/maillcaf?ui=2&ik=6ab72acf49&view=pt&q=mdgenealogy%40gmail.com&qs=true&search=query&th=142c3447a99b4d99&siml=142c34..
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Russells, it was discovered that Basil's title to all of it was not quite as good as had been assumed.
I believe
there had been some litigation over part of it before Basil died (and my father might have been involved in
defending Basil in that prior litigation, if any), but, to make a long story "short" , they somehow resolved that
matter, and the Russells were finally brought to the settlement table for the usual real estate closing on their
contract to buy whatever Basil had.
The importatnt thing was that the case did not involve (name) as heirs any more relatives more than his four
then surviving siblings, and nieces and nephews of then predeceased siblings did not count, nor did the
surviving spouses of then deceased siblings "count". I believe that is still the law today when someone dies
without a Will or Will substitute in Maryland.
Anyway, each of you will receive a copy of these papers from me in the mail in a few days, assuming
to my office early next week in spite of the gloomy weather predictions.

I can get

Have a good weekend.
Marvin

Sonia S Metelsky <soniametelsky@hotmail,com>
To: Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>,

Fri, Dec 6,2013
Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail,com>

Wow! That's great news. Thank you for your perseverance
the documents you are sending to Sarah and me.

in sorting out Basil's estate.

at 5:14 PM

I am anxious to see

Sonia

Date: Fri, 6 Dec 2013 09:13:53 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Good morning
From: marvinhanderson@gmail.com
To: mdgenealogy@gmail.com
CC: soniametelsky@hotmail.com
[Quoted
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1957-59 Sale of Basil Anderson's Real Estate Court Equity Case and Related
Matters
4 messages
Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>
To: Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>,
soniametelsky

Wed, Dee 11, 2013 at 4:18 PM
<soniametelsky@hotmail.com>

Dear Sarah and Sonia:
Was at last able to get to Annapolis and have photocopied and mailed copies of relevant portions of the
captioned to each of you around noon today.
You should have them in a few days.
One belated discovery by me over the weekend was the fact that, while the Court case was pending, Mrs. Rosa
Anderson Keys (Mrs. S. Clayton Keys) died (on November 20, 1957, while the case was pending. She died
intestate (without a Will), leaving surviving her as her next of kin, in addition to her husband (already a party
defendant), a daughter, Virginia Keys Stanton (married to Ernest E. Stanton).
The Stantons then lived at 410
Talbot Avenue in Laurel, Maryland; and (now that I see her name again, I remember (during my early period at
my father's office) Mrs. Stanton telephoning messages in, inquiring where matters in this case "stood", generally
urging action, etc., and perhaps not fully realizing that the main impediment to a sooner conclusion was the fact
that Basil's "title" to part of his real estate was questionable, making the Russells (the contract purchasers
thereof) uneasy, and all of that had yet to be resolved, which it apparently was, sooner or later, but with a price
reduction.
The final net distribution to all of Basil's then living next of kin totaled only about $4,800 between all five of them,
combined), out of a total adjusted purchase and sale price received of slightly over $9,000.00.
At the very front, or beginning, of what I am mailing to you is a photocopy of the "Court case docket entries",
which describe each document filed (although I did not copy all of the case, only what papers I thought were
most relevant, including the testimony).
Let me know if you have any questions

about any of the foregoing.

While I am writing, I will also summarize what four old separate "real estate title files" (not involving Basil
Anderson's real estate) disclose about his next of kin, but without my disclosing what might be regarded in these
old files as "attorney client" privileged information, not otherwise already a matter of public record (which I am
advised may never be "waived" merely by the passage of time or by the fact that the (former) client(s) is/are now
deceased):
1) Roland Howard and Flavilla Anderson Gilbert: Tjhe Gilberts took title to their then home real estate at Laurel,
located in the Gorman, Phelps and Schaffer Addition to Laurel (320 Compton Avenue) from third parties in 1921,
with rights of survivorship between the two Gilberts). The Gilberts were concerned because they then could not
locate their original Deed and also wanted to make sure that any Mortgage(s) they had given against their
property had been properly released, which an examination of their title, which my father caused to be made,
reassured them. Mr. Gilbert may have been a school teacher about to retire.
2) Roland Anderson, and Miriam Bond Gilbert: They were a son and daughter-in-law of "1)", above. These
younger Gilberts also owned (1962) lots in the same Addition to Laurel above referred to, which they had
acquired from his parents, and which the younger couple had me "retitle" for them as part of some estate
planning they had me do for them at that time. In 1961, this same younger couple had my father "retitle" for
them certain property in Carroll County, near Emory Chapel (which had once been owned by Mrs. Gilbert's Bond
parents) as part of some estate planning which they were having my father then do for them. At the time (1962)
when I did some estate planning for the younger Gilberts, they may not then have had any issue or children, but
young Roland had a sister, named Edna Mae Terry (Sarah, where have we heard that last name, "Terry",
before?), who apparently then had living one or more children (not named in what I have). In addition, the
https:llmail.google.com/maillca/?ui=2&ik=

6ab72acf49&view=

pt&q= m dgenealogy%40gmai
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younger Mrs. Gilbert's two parents were then (1962) living at or near Westminster,
contains their names only.

Maryland,

and my file

3) Katie M. (and Other) Muirheads. Our old (1954) real estate title file pertains only to the Muirhead real estate
that was acquired by (or for) them after the final (1941) acquisition by the Federal Government of their (final) real
estate in the "Great Fork of the Patuxent" near Woodwardville.
Apparently Mrs Katie Donaldson Muirhead at
that time (1954-1955) desired to sell "her" remaining real estate at Severn, which, however, may have been titled
at that time in the name of some other family member(s) of hers. Apparently the name of Mrs. Katie D.
Muirhead's then deceased husband was Marion S. Muirhead, who appears to have predeceased Katie. At this
moment, I have not learned and do not know how Scott Muirhead was connected (related) to Katie or Marion.
One of their children, at least, was a son, the Alfred Barton Muirhead previously mentioned by me.
4) Wilbur M. Browning, Jr. (who appears to be the namesake son of Wilbur M. Browning, Sr., husband of the
Laura Browning. a surviving sister of Basil H. Anderson named as one of the respondent s (defendants) in the
1957 sale of Basil's Bowie real estate to satisfy creditors' case. The "street address" of the real estate involved
was then (1951) known as Route No. 12, Box 129 (or 170-A), Laurel, Fourth Election District, Anne Arundel
County, Maryland (lot at southwest corner of Old Annapolis Road and Old Fort Meade Road) Somehow the wife
of the younger Wilbur M. Browning (Ethel P. Browning) had acquired an undivided fractional share ownership
interest in and to this one acre lot, which the co-owners, including the younger Brownings) sold and conveyed to
other(s )in 1951. File apparently contains very little, if any, "family information or history."
When I return these files to our storage, I will check to see if we have any similar files pertaining to the Stantons
(see above), which I doubt very much we have.
Best regards for the Holiday Season and the New Year to both of you.
Marvin H. Anderson

Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>
To: Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>
Hello, again.
WOW - this is great information,

Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 9:24 AM

thanks! I look forward to reading it when it gets here.

The only thing I can add is that the Muirheads (Antoinette and S. Scott Muirhead) were husband and wife it
seems, I cannot for some reason find my notes on this group at this minute but will keep looking and let you
know. I think they had a son, Marion?
A question on this group,
1) Roland Howard and Flavilla Anderson Gilbert: Tjhe Gilberts took title to their then home real estate at
Laurel, located in the Gorman, Phelps and Schaffer Addition to Laurel (320 Compton Avenue) from third
parties in 1921, with rights of survivorship
- COULD THIS BE MY PHELPS PERHAPS?
(Quoted

text hidden]

Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>
To: Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>

Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 9:51 AM

Who knows?
I thought about that possibility

as well.

Perhaps some historian at Laurel could offer some insight.

Right now I am thoroughly confused about the Muirheads, but you may be beginning to clear it up. I always
thought Mrs.Katie Donaldson Muirhead was the wife of Scott Muirhead.
That is also how Mrs. Helfrich has it in
her WWII pre-wartime newspaper article that is reproduced (pages 56-57) in our Extract of Diary or Farm Journal
of William Anderson of 'Grassland' .... booklet that you have. Perhaps Katie married Marion after Antoniette
died?
Marvin
hllps://mail.google.com/mail/cal?ui=2&ik=6ab72acf49&view=pt&q=mdgenealogy%40gmai
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P.S. Have not heard back from the elderly Donaldson descended lady who was living on the Eastern Shore at
last report; she may be too elderly and infirm to respond, if she did not pass away during the past year.
Marvin
[Quoted

text hidden]

Sonia S Metelsky <soniametelsky@hotmail.com>
Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 6:13 PM
To: Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>, Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>
Thanks so much, Marvin. I did receive your package but have not read it. I was at Shirley's yesterday
Christmas shopping and going to our Advent service at Perkins Chapel. I spent the night with her to avoid night
driving on the Beltway.
When I got home, I rushed through the mail and then took John to Gaithersburg for an acupuncture treatment on
his back. We stopped for Chinese on the way home. Now I am checking E-Mails.
I will add these comments to Basil's file.
Sonia

Date: Wed, 11 Dec 2013 16:18:17 -0500
Subject: 1957-59 Sale of Basil Anderson's Real Estate Court Equity Case and Related Matters
From: marvinhanderson@gmail.com
To: mdgenealogy@gmail.com; soniametelsky@hotmail.com
[Quoted

text hidden]
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Marvin

Anderson

<marvinhanderson@gmail.com>

Review This A.M. of "On Line" Versions of pre-Civil War Matchett's' and
Woods' Balto. City Directories
2 messages
Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>
To: Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>

Wed, Dec 18, 2013 at 11:36 AM

Sarah,
While "all of this" is "fresh" in my mind, I will disgorge it here and now (for hat it may be worth):
First, I drove to the Maryland Archives this A.M. in the hope of being able to review the printed volumes
themselves; naive me, they were not there, only the "on line" versions (which are a "public nuisance" to review).
Nevertheless, I did review most of them "on line" at home; the first thing I learned, to my surprise, from my prior
recollection, I thought, of them: they do not contain any listing of residents in households; they are all apparently
business related only.
Matchett's

for 1842:

See my "e mail" to you of Dec. 9, 2013; no changes,

no additions.

Matchett's for 1847-1848: Basil B. Hopkins was a Dry Goods Dealer on Baltimore
at 58 Franklin (page 164).

Street, and his residence was

Matchett's for 1855-1856 (by which time Matchett himself was probably deceased, and it appears that his
directory series was "taken over" by his administrator, a Mr. Woods): By this time, Basil B. Hopkins had
associated himself with a Robert Hull, and the two of them were listed as dry goods merchants at 258 Baltimore
St., while Basil B. Hopkins continued to reside at 58 (or 54) Franklin Street (page 162).
Woods' for 1856-1857: It was Hopkins, Hull & Co., wholesale dry goods merchants
Street, with Basil B. Hopkins continuing to reside at 54 Franklin Street (page165).

at 258 West Baltimore

You are supposed to be able to "print out" pages from this "on line" series, except this a. m., I was not able to
do so, perhaps you have to "turn on" the .pdf version for the pages so selected; if so, I did not choose that
option.
Sorry that these did not contain the names of the householders living with Basil B. Hopkins during this time
frame. Since you have dates of death for both Basil and Elizabeth, it should be a relatively easy job to locate
their Baltimore City probate estates and/or Wills (if any) and obtain a list of the names, at least, of their next of
kin furnished when the estate(s) was/were opened.
Sorry I no longer have the services (that I once did) of an old countryman around here who loved to "look up"
Baltimore City probate estates, etc., the same way I would love to find out where John B. Hopkins "grew up" and
with whom he lived while he was growing up. (I think there is a possibility that, for some of his minority, etc., at
least, he may have resided with Basil's brother, your Samuel S. Hopkins.)
Good luck, and please keep me informed. (I have no plans myself to "write" anything further in the way of
"articles" about any of this.)
Marvin

Sarah Mitchell <mdgenealogy@gmail.com>
To: Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>
https:llmail.google.com/mail/ca/?ui=2&ik=6ab72acf49&vi

Thu, Dec 19, 2013 at 9:11 AM
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Hi Marvin,
My usual work pace has been slowed tremendously by the holidays. I thank you so much for the papers you
sent me on Basil's estate. I have not heard back from Ed and Gail Latlief with more info on Virginia Keys
Stanton and whether she had children.
As far as looking through the directories, I have not had the time to explore them too deeply, I found about three
from about 1845 to 1860, they are cumbersome to look through online.
I have been working on the cemetery information and photos from Green Mount Cemetery from Baltimore, MD.
I will try to get some of it together for you soon, perhaps after Christmas Day though.
Hope all is well.
Sarah
Sent from my iPhone
[Quoted

text hidden]
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Marvin

Anderson

<marvinhanderson@gmail.com>

Analytic
2 messages
T. Michael Anderson <tma0011@belisouth.net>
Reply-To: tma0011@bellsouth.net
To: Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>

Sat, Oct 11, 2014 at 8:54 AM

We are averaging about 3.5 users on our web-site daily. This has been pretty consistent for the last several
months. We have a bounce rate of 60%, meaning people who see the first page and leave the site as they
probably got there by accident. The average user is looking at over three + pages once they get to the site
pages means like the Publication page or the photo page. This is the number that is most important in my eyes.
Hope this finds you well. Got a note from Bill Betts who states that he is too ill to come to Florida for this
season. From what my sister tells me he is fighting 3 different cancers at the same time. We can only wish him
well.

Marvin Anderson <marvinhanderson@gmail.com>
To: "T. Michael Anderson" <tma0011@belisouth.net>

Sat, Oct 11, 2014 at 11 :20 AM

Michael,
Thanks fosr the update. Am working on
various documents, about which I will be in
touch upon completion.
Sorry to hear about Bill Betts. I enjoyed
reading his writings and join with you in
wishing him well.
Will we working this afternoon or tomorrow on
a draft of something to include in the annual
letter report pertaining to your findings about
William (Ill's) Revolutionary War service and
https:llmail.gOO9le.com/mail/cal?ui=2&ik=6ab72acf49&vi

ew= pt&search=

inbox&th= 148ff4660a39427d&si

m I= 148ff4660a39427

d&si m I= 148ffcbd7ead5481
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will send you a draft to review before I finally

include it.
My wife (Millie) has been visiting cousins of
hers located Southwest of Munich this past
week and she goes on to Switzerland and
then Venice before returning home next
Sunday; so have been conducting bachelor's
quarters. Today it is raining and will take
some of the kids out to dinner this evening.
More later.
Marvin
[Quoted text hidden]
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